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Abstract. In normal elderly subjects, the best electroencephalogram (EEG)-based predictor of cognitive impairment is theta EEG
activity abnormally high for their age. The goal of this work was to explore the effectiveness of a neurofeedback (NFB) protocol
in reducing theta EEG activity in normal elderly subjects who present abnormally high theta absolute power (AP). Fourteen
subjects were randomly assigned to either the experimental group or the control group; the experimental group received a reward
(tone of 1000 Hz) when the theta AP was reduced, and the control group received a placebo treatment, a random administration
of the same tone. The results show that the experimental group exhibits greater improvement in EEG and behavioral measures.
However, subjects of the control group also show improved EEG values and in memory, which may be attributed to a placebo
effect. However, the effect of the NFB treatment was clear in the EG, although a placebo effect may also have been present.
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INTRODUCTION22

In recent decades, life expectancy has progressively23

increased, primarily in the most developed countries.24

There are more than 400 million people over the age25

of 65, approximately 6% of the world’s population,26
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who live in Europe, the United State of America, and 27

Canada. In Mexico, there are 9.4 million people over 60 28

years old, representing 8.7% of Mexico’s population. 29

There are nearly 18 million people with dementia in the 30

world, and 5 million of these individuals are located in 31

Europe [1]. The prevalence of dementia increases with 32

age from 5.0% in those aged 71–79 years to 37.4% in 33

those aged 90 and older in the USA [2]. In the UK, 34

it was estimated that one in 14 people over 65 years 35

of age (7.1%) and one in six people over 80 years of 36

age (16.7%) have a form of dementia [1]. Statistics 37

from the Mexican Social Security Institute reported 38
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that in subjects over 60 years of age, the prevalence of39

dementia was 3.5%, and the prevalence of MCI was40

30.5% [3].41

Over the course of a person’s life, both physi-42

cal and cognitive function naturally decline. Some43

of the changes that happen are normal, but others44

are not [4]. Due to the increase in life expectancy,45

diseases associated with old age are becoming more46

frequent. Memory has been reported to be the men-47

tal process most affected by old age [5–8] but other48

mental processes such as attention, language, and exec-49

utive abilities are also altered [9–11]. Normal cognitive50

decline is different from pathological deterioration in51

old age. Amnesia and dementia are the two main types52

of memory disorder found in the clinic. In contrast53

to amnesia, in which memory-related disorders can54

be significant and can occur in the absence of signifi-55

cant damage of other cognitive and social areas [12],56

dementia implies the development of multiple cogni-57

tive deficits [13, 14]. Electroencephalography (EEG)58

changes that may be attributed to the normal aging59

process include a decrease in frequency [15–17] and60

amplitude [18] of the occipital alpha rhythm and a61

topographic reorganization of this rhythm in which it62

spreads to frontal regions [19]. Another EEG char-63

acteristic of normal aging observed during relaxed64

wakefulness is the appearance of dispersed theta waves65

associated with a diffuse increase in theta power [6, 16,66

20, 21] and the occasional appearance of delta waves,67

mainly in the temporal leads, predominantly left [6,68

20, 21]. Because these changes are normal in aging,69

the use of a normative database categorized by age70

takes them into account. Therefore, any deviation from71

the EEG norms should not be considered to be due72

to normal aging but rather to other factors, frequently73

pathological in nature.74

Studies of aging in which EEG characteristics are75

associated with neuropsychological characteristics of76

normal subjects, subjects with mild cognitive impair-77

ment (MCI) and subjects with dementia have shown78

that individuals with greater cognitive impairment79

present a greater amount of theta activity than is nor-80

mal in aging individuals [22–30]. In the later stages of81

dementia, an excess of delta activity is also observed82

[22, 27–29, 31, 32]. A chronically slowed occipital83

alpha rhythm during ongoing wakefulness is a defini-84

tive indicator of an underlying pathology, which could85

be one several neurological and psychiatric disorders86

[33], including Alzheimer’s disease [34].87

Several follow-up studies in the elderly [24, 30,88

35–37] that included normal subjects, subjects with89

MCI, and subjects with dementia have been conducted.90

In all of these studies, the follow-up period was one to 91

two years, except for Prichep et al. [37], in which sub- 92

jects were followed for 7 years. This study included 93

only normal individuals with subjective memory loss 94

that could not be verified objectively (hence, these sub- 95

jects were assigned global deterioration scale values 96

of 2). Despite the differences in these studies, they all 97

share the common observation that excessively slow 98

activity in the theta frequency range of an EEG is an 99

excellent predictor of cognitive impairment. 100

EEG oscillations are strongly related to sensory and 101

cognitive processes [38–41]. Therefore, trying to nor- 102

malize the EEG by neurofeedback (NFB) is an attempt 103

to improve several cognitive functions. NFB is an oper- 104

ant conditioning procedure through which subjects can 105

learn to modify the electrical activity of their own brain 106

[42]. Different NFB protocols have been used in neu- 107

rological [43–46] and psychiatric [47–63] patients and 108

have been validated on healthy participants [64, 65], 109

demonstrating the important benefits of NFB on cog- 110

nitive activity. 111

In the present research, NFB training that rein- 112

forces decreased theta activity was applied with the 113

aim of reducing the probability of posterior cognitive 114

decline by redressing an EEG abnormality present in 115

healthy subjects that could be associated with cogni- 116

tive decline. Because repetitive high threshold bursting 117

in thalamocortical neurons occurs in the range of 2 118

to13 Hz, with the precise frequency increasing with 119

increasing depolarization, the same cellular compo- 120

nents that underlie thalamic alpha rhythms can also 121

lead to theta rhythms when the thalamocortical neuron 122

population is less depolarized [66]. This fact may be 123

the explanation why using NFB to decrease theta abso- 124

lute power (AP) could cause not only theta changes, but 125

also alpha changes. 126

The goal of this work was to explore the effective- 127

ness of a NFB protocol in reducing theta EEG activity 128

in normal elderly subjects who present abnormally 129

high theta AP. The final results will be obtained after 130

7 years. 131

MATERIALS AND METHODS 132

The Ethics Committee of the Neurobiology Institute, 133

National University of Mexico, approved the experi- 134

mental protocol. 135

Subjects 136

Fifty-six subjects (F = 37, M = 19) between 60 and 137

84 years of age were studied, and the subjects who 138
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met the following criteria were selected: the subjects139

had to be active, gainfully employed outside the home,140

should have at least completed elementary school, and141

have a rating of 2 on the global deterioration scale142

[67], which means that they are normal elderly sub-143

jects with only subjective complaints of memory loss144

but no objective evidence of memory dysfunction.145

They have to score more than 80 on the 3rd version146

of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III),147

less than 3 points on the Alcohol Use Disorders Iden-148

tification Test [68], less than 9 points on the Beck149

Depression Inventory [69], less than 7 points on the150

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression [70], and more151

than 70% on the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satis-152

faction Questionnaire [71]. Psychiatric illnesses were153

discarded by Mini-Mental State Examination and a154

psychiatric interview. Individuals who exhibited any155

of the following conditions were excluded: anemia,156

hypercholesterolemia, hypothyroidism, uncontrolled157

insulin-dependent diabetes, or uncontrolled high blood158

pressure. The subjects did not present with neurologi-159

cal disorders; the audiometric study should be normal160

or be normalized with the use of hearing aids.161

In addition, subjects should have an abnormally high162

value for the theta AP in at least one lead compared163

to the normal subjects of the same age. Due to the164

known intra-individual variability of the EEG, it was165

necessary to perform two or more EEG recordings to166

select the lead that reached the most abnormal value in167

at least two recordings.168

The study used the following elimination criteria:169

head trauma with loss of consciousness, history of170

alcoholism, absent more than two consecutive days of171

treatment, and not completing the assessments.172

Subjects signed an informed consent form, as stip-173

ulated by the Helsinki Declaration (2008) [72].174

Fourteen subjects met all criteria. They were pseudo-175

randomly assigned to one of two groups such that, on176

average, the groups did not differ in age, gender, IQ,177

per capita income, or the Z value of the theta AP in the178

lead with the most abnormal value (characteristics of179

each group are shown in Tables 1 and 2). The experi-180

mental group received NFB treatment, and the control181

group received a sham NFB; both treatments will be182

described in the section describing the NFB.183

Cognitive instruments184

WAIS and NEUROPSI tests were applied, and an185

EEG was recorded before and after NBF treatment186

for comparison and to assess the effects of treatment187

on cognition and brain electrical activity. The second188

Table 1
Characteristics of the samples before treatment.

Variable Experimental group Control group

Age* 65.8 ± 2.4 67 ± 4.9
Gender* M = 2, F = 5 M = 3, F = 4
The most abnormal 2.5 ± 0.4 2.8 ± 0.8

theta AP Z value*
Total IQ* 103 ± 7.3 99.2 ± 12.2
Per capita income

(Mexican pesos)* 13000 ± 7931 11600 ± 12881

*No significant differences were observed between the two groups.

Table 2
Schooling

Experimental group Control group

College College
Secondary High school
College Primary
Secondary Secondary
High school College
College Secondary
Primary Secondary

application of WAIS-III was administered six months 189

or more after the first, in accordance with WISC-R 190

recommendations. 191

NEUROPSI is a neuropsychological test developed 192

by Ostrosky-Solı́s et al. [73, 74] and normalized on 193

the Mexican population of 6 to 85 year olds. This 194

test includes two subscales: a) Attention and Executive 195

Function and b) Memory. The Total NEUROPSI Score 196

can also be used as an overall assessment of the three 197

domains. These three scores are the only quantitative 198

data that the test provides (for a complete explana- 199

tion of each test, see Supplementary Data; available 200

online: http://www.j-alz.com/issues/28/vol28-2.html# 201

supplementarydata05). 202

Electroencephalographic instruments 203

EEG recording and edition 204

Subjects were seated in a comfortable chair in a 205

dimly lit room. The EEG was recorded from 19 leads 206

(10–20 International System) using linked ear lobes 207

as a reference. A1A2 reference was used so that the 208

measurements were taken under the same conditions 209

as the normative data. The amplifier bandwidth was 210

set from 0.5 and 30 Hz. The EEG was sampled every 5 211

milliseconds using a MEDICID IV System and was 212

edited off-line. An expert electroencephalographer, 213

using visual editing, selected twenty-four artifact-free 214

2.56-second segments for quantitative analysis.

http://www.j-alz.com/issues/28/vol28-2.html#supplementarydata05
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EEG analysis215

Analysis was done off-line. The Fast Fourier Trans-216

form and the crosspectral matrices were calculated at a217

frequency of 0.39 Hz, and the following measurements218

were obtained from each referential lead: the absolute219

(AP) and relative (RP) powers in each of four frequency220

bands, delta (1.5–3.5 Hz), theta (3.6–7.5 Hz), alpha221

(7.6–12.5 Hz), and beta (12.6–19 Hz). The ranges of222

these bands were selected based on the normative data223

[75] provided by MEDICID IV.224

Z values were calculated using the equation:225

Z = (x− �)/σ226

where � and σ are the mean and the standard devi-227

ation, respectively, of the normative sample at the228

subject’s age.229

More than two EEG recordings were collected from230

each subject to select the lead where the most abnormal231

Z value of the theta/alpha ratio was observed. NFB232

was applied based on the EEG activity in this lead.233

The leads where the reward for theta suppression was234

administered to the control group were F4, C3, P4, F7,235

F7, F7, and T5, and in the experimental group they236

were F4, C3, C3, P3, F7, F8, and T6.The last EEG237

recording before treatment was used as the “before” in238

the statistical analysis.239

Neurofeedback or sham treatment240

NFB treatment241

NFB was conducted using an NFB program adapted242

to the MEDICID IV recording system and software.243

The EEG recording was obtained from the lead with the244

most abnormal theta AP, referred to the linked earlobes.245

At the beginning of the treatment, the threshold246

value was set according to two criteria: a) the thresh-247

old should be less than the previous Z theta AP value248

that was obtained, and b) the subject obtained a reward249

(1,000 Hz tone) between 60% and 80% of the time.250

Every three minutes, the percentage that the reward was251

given was quantified; if the percentage was less than252

60%, the threshold value was slightly increased, and253

if the percentage was greater than 80%, the threshold254

value was slightly decreased.255

Throughout the recording, the Z value of the theta256

AP over 20 milliseconds was computed every 5 mil-257

liseconds and compared with the threshold. If this value258

was lower than the threshold, the reward was given.259

Subjects were told that it was important to maintain260

production of the tone for as long as possible, and261

consequently the tone acquires a positive meaning.262

Each individual received 30 training sessions263

(30 min each) over a period of ten to twelve weeks.264

At the beginning of each session, the subject was told 265

that if his/her performance was good, he/she would 266

play an attractive game at the end of the session. 267

Sham treatment 268

In the sham treatment, all conditions were exactly 269

the same as in the NFB treatment, except that in this 270

case the tone and its duration were random, i.e., not 271

contingent on the EEG activity. 272

Statistical analysis 273

Sample sizes were small and a normal distribution 274

was not guaranteed; thus, parametric analyses were 275

inappropriate. To control for Type I error, it was used 276

a non-parametric permutational ANOVA model with 277

two factors: group (CTL versus EXP) and time (before 278

versus after treatment). Using ANOVA [76], the signif- 279

icant effects were tested using the empiric probability 280

distribution of max F; interaction group X time was the 281

unique mean effect for determining if the change pro- 282

duced by NFB was equal or different between groups. 283

To assess multiple comparisons, a non-permutational 284

t-test was performed [77]. For each EEG measure- 285

ment and frequency band, the global null hypothesis 286

tested the equality of means between the times for each 287

group and between the groups for each time, includ- 288

ing all leads. Usually the contrasts of ANOVA are 289

only analyzed in the variables where the interaction 290

effect is significant, however, in this study all changes 291

between before and after treatment in each group were 292

of interest, inclusive when the interaction effect was not 293

significant; therefore, it were evaluated the marginal 294

hypotheses as a contrast of ANOVA for each lead. 295

Analyses of the behavioral data were performed in an 296

analogous manner and considered the scores from the 297

WAIS-III and NEUROPSI separately. 298

RESULTS 299

During the NFB session, the reward percentage was 300

rarely observed to be lower than 60% in all subjects 301

of the experimental group. Therefore, suppression of 302

theta activity was the main aspect of reinforcement. 303

Behavioral and cognitive results 304

The Verbal Comprehension Index (p = 0.02) and 305

Verbal IQ (p = 0.05) from WAIS-III and the Total 306

Score on the NEUROPSI test (p = 0.01) significantly 307

increased in the experimental group. In both groups, a 308

significant increase (p = 0.01 for both) in the Memory 309
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Score of the NEUROPSI battery was observed. In310

the control group, there was a significant decrease311

(p = 0.05) in the WAIS Performance IQ. These results312

are shown in Fig. 1 (for details, see Supplementary313

Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2).314

The results from the non-parametric permutational315

ANOVA model showed that the interaction effect316

was significant only for the WAIS-III variables:317

Full Scale IQ (Fmax = 5.0417, Threshold = 0.9552,318

p < 0.0001), Performance IQ (Fmax = 3.9329,319

Threshold = 0.8969, p < 0.0001), Verbal Compre-320

hension Index (Fmax = 3.4093, Threshold = 0.6795,321

p < 0.0001), Working Memory Index (Fmax = 0.6463,322

Threshold = 0.5870, p = 0.0420), and Perceptual Orga-323

nization Index (Fmax = 3.7878, Threshold = 0.8944,324

p < 0.0001). In the Working Memory Index and the325

Perceptual Organization Index, no significant changes326

were observed when before versus after treatment327

was independently compared in each group. In the328

Full Scale IQ and Verbal Comprehension Index, the329

significance of the interaction effects may be explained330

by the significant increase in the experimental group,331

while in the control group there were no significant332

differences. The significant interaction effect in the333

performance IQ was due to the significant decrease334

observed in the control group; however, no significant 335

differences were observed in the experimental group. 336

The significant interaction effects observed for the 337

Working Memory Index and Perceptual Organization 338

Index may be explained by the different directions of 339

the changes between the groups, although the changes 340

were not significantly different in any group, and the 341

mean values showed that the change was in a negative 342

direction for both indices in the control group. In 343

the experimental group, the Working Memory Index 344

increased, and the Perceptual Organization Index was 345

similar. 346

EEG results 347

In all subjects of the experimental group the most 348

abnormal Z theta AP value selected for NFB decreased, 349

reached normality (Z < 1.465) in four out of the seven 350

subjects (Z values before and after treatment for each 351

subject are shown in the Supplementary Table 3). The 352

leads selected for NFB were different for each subject 353

(except C3 that was selected in 2 subjects), and this 354

could be the reason why theta AP at these leads did not 355

show significant differences when before versus after 356

treatment were compared. 357

VERBAL
COMPREHENSION

INDEX

VERBAL
IQ

EXECUTIVE
IQ

VERBAL
COMPREHENSION

INDEX

VERBAL
IQ

EXECUTIVE
IQ

Fig. 1. Significant differences between the before and after results of WAIS-III and NEUROPSI tests. In WAIS-III, the experimental group
exhibited improvements in Verbal Comprehension Index and Verbal IQ, whereas the Executive IQ of the control group deteriorated. The
NEUROPSI Memory Score increased in both groups, although improvement in the total score was only observed in the experimental group.
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Fig. 2. Significant differences in the absolute and relative powers were observed between the before and after samples. An asterisk (*) indicates a
significant deviation from the global hypotheses involving all leads; the probability value appears below the asterisk. In the drawings of the heads,
significant differences deviating from the marginal hypotheses (independent leads) are shown; upward arrows indicate that power increased,
while downward arrows indicate that power decreased. Absolute power changes before and after NFB were only found in the experimental
group.

The results of the AP and RP comparisons between358

before and after treatment in each group are shown359

in Fig. 2. The global null hypothesis was rejected360

only in the alpha band when the value before treat-361

ment was compared with the value after treatment. In362

the experimental group, the alpha AP (p = 0.03) and363

RP (p = 0.02) both showed significant increases; the364

alpha RP also increased significantly (p = 0.03) in the365

control group. The leads implicated by the marginal366

changes in the experimental group were: P3, O1, F7,367

and T3 in alpha AP and Fp1, Fp2, F4, C4, P4, O1,368

O2, F7, F8, T4, T6, and Fz in alpha RP. In the con-369

trol group, the leads that exhibited increases in the370

alpha RP were located in the right hemisphere (Fp2,371

F4, C4, P4, O2, F8, T6) or at the midline (Fz, Cz). The372

results of the AP and RP comparisons are shown in373

Fig. 2.374

In the EEG theta band, only marginally significant375

(p < 0.05) differences were observed between before376

and after treatment. In the experimental group, the theta377

AP decreased significantly in the F3 and midline leads,378

and the theta RP decreased in the right frontal (Fp2,379

F4, F8) and left posterior areas (O1, T5, Pz). In the 380

control group, only the theta RP was reduced, and this 381

reduction was observed in many leads (Fp1, Fp2, F4, 382

C4, P4, O2, F8, T3, T4, T6, and Fz). 383

Also in the experimental group, the beta AP 384

increased in O1, and the delta RP increased in T6. 385

However, it is necessary to keep in mind that these 386

isolated results could be spurious (for details, see Sup- 387

plementary Figure 1). 388

The results from the non-parametric permuta- 389

tional ANOVA model showed significant interaction 390

effects in the alpha (Fmax = 11.6340, Thresh- 391

old = 1.4327, p < 0.0001) and beta (Fmax = 7.0512, 392

Threshold = 3.3920, p = 0.0020) bands for the AP 393

measurements, and the results for the RP measure- 394

ments only exhibited a significant interaction effect 395

in the beta band (Fmax = 5.1265, Threshold = 2.8474, 396

p = 0.0087). The interaction effects of the alpha AP 397

may be explained by the fact that there was a signifi- 398

cant increase after NFB treatment in the experimental 399

group and no significant changes were observed in the 400

control group. 401
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The significant effect observed for the beta AP and402

RP may be explained by the different patterns of403

change in the groups. Although no significant differ-404

ences were observed between the before versus after405

treatments in any group, the mean values indicate that406

the beta AP in the control group showed an increase in407

all leads, while in the experimental group the beta AP408

decreased in the frontal leads, showed no difference in409

the central lead, and increased in the remaining leads.410

In relation to the beta RP, the control group increased in411

all of the leads that were observed, and the experimen-412

tal group increased in the fronto-central and midline413

leads and decreased in the temporo-occipito-parietal414

areas.415

DISCUSSION416

Many investigations have focused on the cogni-417

tive and electroencephalographic characteristics of the418

elderly. Two conclusions have been drawn from these419

studies. First, as people age normally, the EEG slows,420

and cognitive processes decline. Second, when the421

degree of cognitive impairment is more severe, the422

EEG frequently shows deviations from the normative423

data. Other research has shown that these two charac-424

teristics are related. Furthermore, some studies have425

shown that EEG activity can predict the development426

of MCI or dementia. The main predictor is an excess427

of theta activity during relaxed wakefulness, which428

could be considered to be an electroencephalographic429

indicator of risk for cognitive disorder.430

In the present study, the effectiveness of an NFB431

treatment that reinforces theta reduction is assessed432

in elderly participants with abnormally high theta AP433

values. Results support the hypotheses that were estab-434

lished for the experimental group in this investigation435

as positive changes were observed both in behav-436

ior/cognition and in the EEG. However, the predictions437

regarding the control group were not fulfilled.438

The experimental group showed improved verbal439

processing, reflected in an increase in the Verbal Com-440

prehension Index and Verbal IQ. This improvement441

was not observed in the control group, suggesting442

that the development of verbal skills is related to the443

NFB treatment. The experimental group also exhibited444

improvements in total score (including attention, exec-445

utive functions, and memory) and the memory score of446

the NEUROPSI battery. However, improvement in the447

latter subtest was also observed in the control group.448

It can be concluded that the development of attention449

and executive functions is probably related to the NFB450

treatment, but contrary to the hypotheses, the improve- 451

ment in memory processes observed in both groups 452

treated with the sham NFB may be a placebo effect. 453

The authors have no explanation for the decline 454

in the WAIS Performance IQ observed in the Con- 455

trol Group; Botwinick [78] suggests that executive 456

functions suffer deterioration with aging, but it is note- 457

worthy that this group exhibited a decline in such a 458

short time (approximately 7 months). 459

When changes in all EEGs were analyzed, reduced 460

theta AP and increased alpha AP were only observed 461

in the experimental group. Changes observed in the 462

RP are influenced by changes at all frequencies, while 463

the changes observed in the AP are more precise in the 464

bands to which they refer. The mechanism described by 465

Hughes et al. [66], showing that alpha or theta produc- 466

tion depends on the depolarization of the same thalamic 467

neurons, can explain why alpha increases when only 468

theta is under treatment. 469

Although the reward was given selecting the EEG 470

change in the lead with the most abnormal Z value of 471

theta AP that was found in the EEG recordings previous 472

to the NFB treatment, and these leads varied according 473

to the subject, the results of the EEG changes after the 474

treatment in the experimental group did not coincide 475

with those that were rewarded. The topography of the 476

significant changes observed in the theta AP was in F3 477

and Fz, Cz and Pz. In no case the site selected for the 478

reward was in these midline leads. 479

Also, both groups exhibited reduced theta RP and 480

increased alpha RP. Likewise, the reduction in the 481

Z value of theta AP in the lead selected for the treatment 482

was observed in both groups but was more significant, 483

on average, in the group that received NFB treatment. 484

Therefore, it is possible that in addition to the changes 485

attributable to NFB, there were changes due to other 486

causes. There are not many reports on the placebo 487

effect and the EEG; however, some changes in EEG 488

after placebo administration have been described [79]. 489

It is important to remember that cognitive changes must 490

also involve changes in the neural networks and that 491

the EEG is not a byproduct of neural activity but is 492

the activity that underlies mental processes [80] as it 493

represents a feedback mechanism that modulates and 494

guides neuronal circuit activity [81]. Subjects in both 495

groups introduced many changes into their lives; for 496

example, all increased their level of social activity, talk- 497

ing with a therapist and other subjects while waiting 498

for the NFB session; all talked about events, recalling 499

his/her own story; and some of them drove a car over 500

the considerable distance between the city in which 501

they all lived and the Institute. These uncontrolled 502
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variables, present in both groups, could be responsible503

for cognitive and electroencephalographic changes not504

attributable to NFB treatment.505

In the experimental group, the reduction in theta AP506

was significant in the midline and left frontal leads.507

This reduction could have induced the improvement508

in attention that was reflected in the total score of the509

NEUROPSI test. It has been reported that the midline510

theta was generated in the cingulate cortex [82, 83] and511

this structure was activated during attention tasks [84].512

Therefore, a tendency to normalize the midline theta513

activity in aging subjects may explain this behavioral514

result. This group also showed an increase in alpha515

AP, primarily in the left hemisphere; this change was516

probably related to the improvement in verbal pro-517

cesses that was measured by the Verbal IQ and Verbal518

Comprehension Index from WAIS.519

The NEUROPSI Total Score, which improved in520

this group, also evaluates executive functions. The521

improvement may be correlated with the observed522

electroencephalographic improvement in the frontal523

lobes, predominantly in the left hemisphere (theta524

AP reduction at F3 and Fz and alpha AP increase at525

F7). Executive or directive capacities of human behav-526

ior, i.e., the ability to have a specific goal and to be527

able to organize the means to achieve it, have been528

attributed to the frontal lobes [85]. Gómez- Beldarrain529

[86] has observed a relationship between the cogni-530

tive aspects of executive function and the dorsolateral531

frontal region. It is important to note, however, the532

commitment of the entire prefrontal cortex to executive533

functions [85].534

The NFB has proven to be useful in treating many535

neurological and psychiatric diseases. To the authors’536

knowledge, only one investigation that applies NFB537

to the elderly with the aim of improving cognitive538

activity has been carried out. Angelakis et al. [87] rein-539

forced increases in the alpha peak, which correlates540

positively with cognitive performance. Their results541

suggest that this NFB protocol improves cognitive pro-542

cessing speed and executive function but has no clear543

effect on memory. Similar results were seen in this544

study of a protocol NFB reinforcing theta reduction.545

As shown by Hughes et al. [66], alpha and theta orig-546

inate in the same thalamic cells; therefore, decreasing547

theta will augment alpha, and vice versa. Those results,548

the results of Angelakis et al. [87], and the results in549

this paper may advocate similar processes. However,550

the present manuscript is a pioneering work because,551

to our knowledge, there are no precedents exploring552

NFB treatment based on the electroencephalographic553

alterations of a population without any neurological or554

psychiatric disease and subsequent comparison with 555

results from a control sham group. 556

One caveat of the present work was the way in which 557

NFB was administered because the maintenance of 558

a constant reward percentage range did not ensure a 559

consistent suppression of the theta AP. However, as 560

mentioned above, values lower than 60% were rarely 561

observed; therefore, most of the time theta suppression 562

was reinforced. An important feature of the present 563

procedure was that the reinforcement was not con- 564

tingent upon every response (reduction of Theta AP); 565

rather, reinforcement was administered intermittently 566

(only between 60% and 80% of the time). It is well 567

established that intermittent reinforcement produces 568

greater resistance to extinction than does continuous 569

reinforcement [88], and this may have been an impor- 570

tant factor in maintaining the positive behavioral and 571

cognitive changes associated with NFB. However, fur- 572

ther research is needed to validate this proposition. 573
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